8 June 2018
Rt Hon Chris Grayling MP
Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport
Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
LONDON
SW1P 4DR

Dear Secretary of State
Leeds City Region Transforming Cities Fund Submission
On behalf of the region, please find enclosed the Leeds City Region
Transforming Cities Fund Stage 1 submission. We ask that the Department for
Transport approve our Stage 1 submission so we can move forward to stage 2,
to co-develop our full package of proposals with Government.
Our Strategic Economic Plan for the City Region clearly sets out our ambition to
rebalance the economy and move towards economic self-sufficiency. Our
emerging focus for our Local Inclusive Industry Strategy is to tackle our
productivity gap and improve living standards particularly in areas of
deprivation. The Transforming Cities Fund offers a major opportunity to help
realise these priorities through investment in public transport.
As the largest City Region in England, our submission covers the wellrecognised functional economic geography of Leeds City Region. Our
submission brings together collaboration between the public and private sectors,
as well as being shaped through the leading academic thinking and research
based in our region.
We have designed a package which is focused on helping to realise our
strategic local transport priorities. The package has been shaped and prioritised
based on the requirements set out in the Transforming Cities Fund guidance
and the need for early delivery by 2022.
If we are successful, the West Yorkshire Combined Authority would be the
accountable funding body for the Leeds City Region. Our TCF submission
builds on our shared experiences and processes developed through our current
Growth Deal and Leeds Public Transport Investment programmes.
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Our proposal represents the first stage in delivery of our longer term connectivity
ambitions and it has been significantly influenced by the short funding window
available at this stage. Delivery of truly transformational connectivity will require
significant investment beyond 2022. As part of our recent correspondence with
Government around the Leeds City Region HS2 Growth Strategy we highlighted
the need for exploring a multi-year settlement. This would enable delivery of our
shared ambitions to be HS2 ready and to rebalance the economy. This would
be significantly aided through early confirmation around longer term funding or
future phases of Transforming Cities Fund.
Yours sincerely

Councillor Susan Hinchliffe
Chair, Combined Authority / Leader, Bradford Metropolitan District Council

Councillor Keith Wakefield
Chair of West Yorkshire Transport Committee

Councillor Ian Gillies
Leader, City of York Council

Cllr Carl Les
Leader, North Yorkshire County Council
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Leeds City Region
Transforming Cities Fund
Stage 1 Submission
08 June 2018
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Transforming Cities Fund
Call for Proposals
Application Form
Applicant Information
Bidding City Region:
Leeds City Region
Bid Manager Name and position:
Tom Gifford, Policy Manager
Contact telephone number: 0113 348 1705
Email address: tom.gifford@westyorks-ca.gov.uk
Postal address:
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
Wellington House
40-50 Wellington Street
Leeds
LS1 2DE
The personal data you provide is purely for the administration of the
Transforming Cities Fund. It will be held for the duration of the process and
then deleted. Further details on DfT’s privacy policy can be found at
www.gov.uk/dft/privacy-policy
We may share this information with other central government departments for
the purpose of assessing bids (HMT, MHCLG, BEIS). If additional personal
information is provided to us, such as in the form of letters of support, this
may also be transferred as part of the assessment process.

Additional evidence, such as letters of support, maps or plans
should be included in an annex.
The use of statistics, from both government bodies and well-respected independent
sources, is encouraged. The suitability and validity of these will be scrutinised as part
of the bid.
Our responses to the application are summarised in blue throughout this document.
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List of Appendices:
1. Key documents/sources referred to in this submission
2. Corridor Prioritisation and Assessment
3. Gateways summaries
4. Letters:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Cover Letter from the CA, North Yorkshire & York
Letter of Support University of Leeds
Letter of Support First Group
Letter of Support Arriva Group
Letter of Support LCR LEP (anticipated to follow following meeting on
13 June 2018)
f. Letter of Support London & Continental Railways

5. PowerPoint Summary of Submission
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SECTION A – Definition and challenges
This section will seek a definition of the bidding city. City regions should:
• Explain the city geography, with a clear city region identified
• Indicate workday population (the Fund seeks to target the larger city regions
in England)
• Describe the key transport challenges across the city region at a high level.
This could include a discussion of productivity, or how transport connectivity is
affecting this.
• Further evidence to support this argument – such as congestion, air quality or
journey time impacts.
A1. Constituent Local Authorities:

1. The following local authorities are constituent members of the Leeds City Region
(LCR) Transforming Cities Fund (TCF) Stage 1 submission:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calderdale Metropolitan Borough Council
City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council
Kirklees Metropolitan Borough Council
Leeds City Council
North Yorkshire County Council, within the geography of Harrogate, Selby
and Craven District Authorities only
City of Wakefield Metropolitan District Council
West Yorkshire Combined Authority
City of York Council

2. The accountable body for the Leeds
City Region Transforming Cities
Fund Stage 1 submission is the
West Yorkshire Combined
Authority. It is acknowledged by all
constituent authorities that if
successful, any grant agreement
would solely be between the
Department for Transport and the
West Yorkshire Combined
Authority.
3. The travel to work geography for

Barnsley is split between South
Yorkshire and Leeds directions. Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council is
formally represented by the Sheffield City Region Combined Authority for the
TCF submission. However, given the overlapping geography, our submission is
aligned with the Sheffield City Region TCF submission through the inclusion of
the Barnsley A61 corridor.
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A2. Geographical area:
Please provide a short description of area covered by the bid (in no more than 100
words). Word count: 76
Please append a map(s) showing the location of the city region and its boundaries.

4. Government has formally recognised the Leeds City Region (‘LCR’) as a
functional economic area since 2009 when the region became a pilot for
devolved spending. LCR comprises 11 local authorities, located in the centre of
the UK which together make up 20% of the ‘Northern Powerhouse’ economy.
5. It is the UK’s largest economy and population centre outside of London,
generating 5% of England’s total economic output, £66 billion rising to £107
billion in 2040.
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A3. Population
Please include the workday population of the city region and relevant references.

Year

Workday
Population

Method / Source

2011

2,949,277

Nomis, ONS Census of population 2011, Table WD1101EW

3,043,000

Estimated forwards from 2011 census using the Annual
Population Survey

2017

Nomis, ONS Annual Population Survey, Jan – Dec 2017
•

The Leeds City Region’s workday population is 2.9m based on the 2011
Census.

•

The region also benefits from the largest workforce in northern England, with
a working population of 1.9 million and 1.4 million people in employment
(Source: Nomis, ONS Annual Population Survey, Jan – Dec 2017).

•

With a 92% of the Leeds City Region travel to work trips being contained
within the Leeds City Region, there is clear justification for our functional
economic area.

•

The polycentric nature of the Leeds City Region is illustrated in the figure
below, which demonstrates the interconnected Travel to Work patterns across
the Leeds City Region

•

Whilst Leeds District makes up around 27% (Source: Nomis, ONS Annual
Population Survey, Jan – Dec 2017) of the workday population, given the
existing funding available for Leeds through the £173.5m ‘Connecting Leeds’
programme, our Transforming Cities Fund is focused on expanding the
benefits of ‘Connecting Leeds’ to the city region.
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A4. Discussion of key transport challenges:
Please limit responses in section A4 to 500 words. Word count: 487
6. Transforming transport connectivity and providing 21st century infrastructure that
will support the LCR to grow and compete globally is critical to meeting the
ambitions of the Strategic Economic Plan i (‘SEP’) and emerging priorities of our
Local Inclusive Industrial Strategy ii.
7. Our key challenges are set out in the West Yorkshire Transport Strategy iii and
LCR HS2 Connectivity Strategy ivand have also been shaped by the major Joseph
Rowntree Foundation v report into transport barriers to work in low income
neighbourhoods. Our evidence base identifies the following three key transport
challenges:
A. A network which limits the opportunity
The transport system already
supports high volumes of movement
but lacks the capacity now and into
the future. This impacts on business
costs and the accessibility of labour
markets.
The LCR HS2 Growth Strategy vi sets
out the scale of the economic
opportunity and additional capacity
needed to realise potential growth.
Capacity challenges include:
o Insufficient capacity to meet demand for an additional 146,000 FTE jobs
forecast across the LCR by 2033.
o Significant traffic congestion on the Key Route Network connecting
urban centres, key employment sites and resulting in an increasingly
slow/unreliable bus offer.
o Severe crowding on trains in the busiest periods - services to and from
Leeds, Bradford and Huddersfield are some of the worst in the country.
o Few cycling and walking trips with limited infrastructure to encourage
greater take-up.
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B. Transport is a key factor shaping experiences of poverty. The ability of
households in poverty to find paid work often depends on access to
affordable, regular and reliable transport.
Index of Multiple Deprivation & the Leeds City Region Priority Corridors

Our transport system has not kept pace with the needs of deprived
communities, emerging technologies, as well as the youthful population and
changing travel patterns of the region. This has resulted in the long-term
decline in bus patronage.
Our network needs to be prepared for a
more flexible, technology-assisted future,
addressing the challenges of:
o Lack of integrated door-to-door
connectivity, limiting access to
opportunities
o Traditional public transport networks
hampered by increasing journey time and unreliability, and are difficult
to navigate
o Cost of travel a barrier to take-up of job opportunities
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C. A network which does not sufficiently support sustainable travel as the
obvious choice for many.
Air quality, noise and carbon emissions are major challenges for the city
region. The West Yorkshire Low Emission Strategy vii estimates that harmful
emissions – especially from transport – are responsible for 1 in 20 premature
deaths in West Yorkshire.

Public transport is often second choice to car and current sustainable/active
travel mode share offers unrealised potential. Key issues include:
o Over-reliance on car use
o Physical inactivity with resulting health impacts
o Heavy traffic flows and safety/environmental issues, impacting on the
most vulnerable communities
o Car dominance in town and city centres, affecting the attractiveness of
our places
o Interchange at public transport gateways is often poor quality and
limited
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SECTION B: Who & Where
This section will seek detail on the city’s key priority areas to invest in, and
motivations. City regions should:
• Identify and prioritise the main corridors or places for investment, and
why. This could include highlighting where opportunities for growth,
productivity or business are within these areas of the city region.
• Identify who would be affected by this investment and how user needs are
recognised.
Maps identifying the priority areas can be appended as an annex to this section.
Please limit responses to 500 words. Word count: 495
8. Through collaboration with private/public sector partners, we have identified the
following priorities for investment, which are designed to address the challenges
in Section A:
i.

Transforming the four corridors in greatest economic need, benefitting
120,000 people viii on these corridors living in the 10% most deprived
LSOAs

ii.

Delivering 21st Century Gateways at our most important interchanges,
benefiting over 60 million trips every year ix

iii.

Transforming mobility for future generations and our 2.9m workday
population by investing in new technologies and solutions

Strand 1: Transforming connectivity on our corridors in greatest need
9. Our priority corridors are illustrated below. They:
•

Are focused around the most deprived communities, and transforming
connectivity to our prosperous city centres

•

Align with the strategic growth areas identified in our SEP

•

Suffer from slow public transport journey times, poor accessibility and historic
under-investment

•

Learn from/expand on existing proposals in existing funding programmes

10. Details on our prioritisation approach, who will be affected and how user needs
are recognised are in Appendix 2.
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Strand 2: Creating Transformed 21st Century Gateways
11. Development of gateways in the LCR has not kept pace with the demands of
passengers and the needs of modern towns and cities. Individual stations have
suffered from significant underinvestment and are constraining economic
development.
12. Our eight gateways are illustrated below. They are supported by a number of
smaller locations.
13. Gateways are described in Appendix 3 and are were prioritised based where
they:
•

Are identified priorities within our existing strategies

•

Will have the biggest impact on transforming journeys for the workday
population

•

Have a clear pipeline of deliverable interventions by 2022
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Strand 3: Transforming mobility for future generations
14. Linked to the Industrial Strategy ‘Future of Mobility’ Grand Challenge, TCF
provides an immediate opportunity to deliver new solutions which will benefit the
entire workday population.
15. Through TCF Stage 2, we will develop the following concepts:
1. Dynamic Transport: A ‘passenger service innovation fund’ for West
Yorkshire to implement demand responsive transport solutions by 2022 - this
is supported by key bus operators.
2. Mobility As A Service: A single ‘all mode’ ticketing and information app for
the region. For bus, rail cycling and car clubs, this would integrate all
transport ticketing, journey planning and payment options for the region.
3. Total Transport: A ‘Door to Door digital transport hub’, operating across the
region to help ensure that existing spare capacity in public transport services
is best matched to currently unmet trip requests.
4. Research and Development: Work with leading research institutions, such
as the University of Leeds Virtuocity programme, to look at the impact of
autonomous vehicles on our city centres.
5. E-Bike Transformation at our Gateways: Delivery of a programme of
urban realm infrastructure improvements, including docking stations for a first
phase of E-bikes initially focused at each gateway.
16. Through Stage 2 we would develop each of the following concepts further with
our partners - more details can be found in the accompanying letters of support.
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SECTION C: Ambition for change
This section will seek evidence of how investment will tackle these challenges, and
wider fit with existing plans. City regions should:
• Articulate their vision for improved connectivity from the Fund and how
this links to the assessment of need outlined in the previous sections.
• Demonstrate support from stakeholders for investment in the identified
areas, such as from the relevant Local Enterprise Partnership(s), employers
and transport providers. This could also include commitments of further
local and private funding.
• Highlight ambition to align with existing funding streams and to utilise new
approaches and powers available to improve public transport.
• Demonstrate how the Fund would link to wider long term plans and spatial
strategies around housing, local growth, productivity and air quality.
Supporting letters may be attached as an annex.
Please limit responses to 500 words. Word count: 495

Vision

17. This is an exciting time for transport. Rapid technological advances are enabling
an unprecedented pace of change that will impact our cities, environment and
society. A great deal of work is being, undertaken to understand where transport
is heading (UK and globally), recognising these technological ‘disruptions’
provide both opportunities and challenges. To deliver our vision we have set
ambitious modal targets:

3.5%
18. Our submission builds on the ‘Connecting Leeds’ proposals and aims to bring
about a mobility revolution, by more sustainably connecting up our urban centres.
Vital themes such as data, automation, cleaner transport and changing consumer
tastes are integral to future mobility. Changes are happening now – dockless
bicycles have been recently rolled out in Leeds, and there are plans to trial
‘super-connected’ self-driving PODs. However, major uncertainty still exists. The
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challenge is to ensure developments in mobility are beneficial to place/people –
to capitalise on opportunities and mitigate against risks.
19. Our LCR TCF Stage 1 submission forms the first step in delivery of the ambitions
set out in our LCR HS2 Connectivity Strategy. Through TCF stage 2, we will
address the challenges by developing a package which will:
•

Transform the public transport offer in some of the most deprived
communities in the LCR, befitting a growing young population

•

Support the delivery of our inclusive growth ambitions, to rebalance the
economy and address the challenges highlighted in Section A

•

Create ‘healthy streets’, which put people and their health at the heart of
improving transport and encourage physical activity by enabling more and
safer walking & cycling

•

Reduce harmful emissions – air quality, carbon, noise

Links to wider plans
20. We will achieve these outcomes by designing in Stage 2, a coherent programme
of interlinking solutions on the corridors, which:
•

Identify both transport and broader inclusive growth interventions

•

Align/expand our existing programmes, including Growth Deal, ‘Connecting
Leeds’ (£173.5m proposals), and West Yorkshire ‘plus’ Transport Fund

•

Invest in new public transport infrastructure (e.g. bus priorities/real time
information)

•

Introduce innovative/enhanced public transport services

•

Invest in sustainable transport by expanding City Connect and Cycle Super
Highway schemes

•

Make best use of new powers (e.g. Bus Services Act)

•

Are part of a phased approach for longer term transformative transport
schemes

•

Encourage new, industry leading technologies and R&D to support the ‘Future
of Mobility’ Grand Challenge

•

Improve efficiency/accessibility in the system, to close the productivity gap

•

Provide infrastructure to support the delivery of the ambition for 10,00013,000 new homes/year x

•

Ensure user needs are recognised through on-going engagement/consultation
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Stakeholders
21. Our stakeholder support has helped to develop our TCF priorities. Appendix 4
sets out our letters of support which demonstrate a firm foundation for
collaboration in TCF Stage 2.
Funding
22. Through Stage 2 we will develop detailed funding commitments.
23. We will ensure that our Ultra-Low Emissions Fund and 5G Broadband bids are
aligned with TCF.
24. Through our Inclusive Growth Corridor Plans xi, we have funding in place for
Stage 2. Procurement for stage 2 has also already commenced.
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When authorities submit a bid for funding to the Department, as part of the
Government’s commitment to greater openness in the public sector under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Environmental Information Regulations
2004, they must also publish a version excluding any commercially sensitive
information on their own website within two working days of submitting the final bid to
the Department. The Department reserves the right to deem the business case as
non-compliant if this is not adhered to.
Please specify the weblink where this bid will be published:
https://www.westyorks-ca.gov.uk/transport/

Submission of proposals:
Proposals must be received no later than 2359 on Friday, 8 June 2018.
An electronic copy only of the bid including any supporting material should be
submitted to:
TCFproposals@dft.gsi.gov.uk
Enquiries about the Fund may be directed to TCFenquiries@dft.gsi.gov.uk
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